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Abstract. The value of visual representations in software engineering
is widely recognised. This paper addresses the problem of formality and
rigour in visual-based descriptions of software systems. It proposes a
new language, VCL, designed to be visual, formal and modular, tar-
geting abstract specification at level of requirements, and that aims at
expressing visually what is not visually expressible using mainstream vi-
sual languages, such as UML. This paper presents and illustrates VCL’s
approach to structural modelling based on the VCL notations of struc-
tural and constraint diagrams with a case study. VCL’s contributions lie
in its modularity mechanisms, and the support for two alternative styles
of visual constraint modelling (one closer to set theory expressions and
based on Euler diagrams, the other closer to predicate calculus and based
on object graphs).
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1 Introduction
The value of visual representations for problem solving is widely recognised [1].
In software engineering, visual languages have been advocated for decades [2];
this importance is demonstrated in practice: visual formalisms, such as UML,
are the choice when it comes to software systems modelling [3,4].
The visual formalisms that most software engineers use, such as UML, are
known as semi-formal methods [5,6]; semi-formal because they were designed
to have a formal syntax, but no formal semantics. Although there have been
successful formalisations of semantics for such languages (e.g subsets of UML,
see [5]), they are mostly used without a formal semantics. The lack of formal
semantics brings numerous problems [7]: (a) it is diﬃcult to be precise and have
a good sense of what is being speciﬁed, (b) models are prone to ambiguities
and inconsistencies and (c) it is not possible to semantically analyse models
mechanically. Another problem is that they cannot express diagrammatically a
large number of properties of software systems; this is why UML is accompanied
by the textual Object Constraint Language (OCL).
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Formal methods, such as Z [8] and Alloy [9], embody semantically sound
languages. They do not suﬀer from the semantic-related problems of their semi-
formal counterparts. However, despite some success stories, formal methods have
not been taken up by practitioners [10,5], being used only in the safety-critical
niche [10]. Like others [2,11], we see in the visual and formal a promising com-
bination to enhance the practicality and adoptability of formal techniques.
This paper presents the Visual Contract Language (VCL) [12,13]. VCL is
designed for abstract speciﬁcation of software systems visually, formally and
modularly. Visually because visual representations favour human-processing.
Formally because formality enhances precision and enables mechanical semanti-
cal analysis. Modularly because modularity helps tackling problem complexity
by enabling problem decomposition.
This paper presents design of VCL for structural modelling with a case study.
This is based on VCL notations of structural and constraint diagrams. The paper
is as follows:
– It presents design of VCL [12,13], highlighting VCL’s modularity mechanisms
and its support for two alternative styles of constraint speciﬁcation (one is
set-theoretic and the other is akin to predicate-calculus).
– It illustrates formal semantics outline that accompanies VCL’s design by
giving examples of how VCL diagrams would be represented formally.
– It presents some initial results towards development of tool support for
VCL1.
– It shows how invariants, usually described textually in a formal language
(such as OCL) in UML-based models, can be described visually using VCL.
2 Overview of Structural VCL
VCL has been designed to have a minimal set of visual primitives. Because these
primitives are used in diﬀerent types of diagrams and in diﬀerent contexts, they
have a core meaning that varies slightly with the context. In VCL presented here,
same visual concept can be used in both structural and constraint diagrams.
The abstract syntax of VCL notations of structural and constraint diagrams
presented here is given in [14]; it is deﬁned formally using OO metamodels spec-
iﬁed in the Alloy modelling language [9].
2.1 Visual Primitives
VCL’s blob concept is like an Euler circle: a rounded con-
tour denoting a set. Topological notions of enclosure and
exclusion represent subset and disjoint relations. To the left,
blobs Account and Customer represent disjoint sets of objects; Savings is a sub-
set of Account .
1 The visual contract builder tool, http://vcl.gforge.uni.lu
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VCL’s concept of an object or atom is represented as a rectan-
gle. Objects denote an element of some set. To the left, MrSmit
is an object of blob Customer .
Blobs may enclose objects as well as other blobs, and they may
be deﬁned in terms of the things they enclose by preceding the
blob’s label with symbol©. To the left, CustType is deﬁned in this
way by enumerating its elements.
Edges connect both blobs and objects to deﬁne various kinds of relations.
There are two kinds of edges: property and relational.
Property edges, represented visually as directed arrows labelled
with a name, denote or refer to some property possessed by all
elements of the set (e.g. balance to the left); they are like class
attributes in the object-oriented (OO) paradigm.
Relational edges are represented as labelled directed lines, where
direction is indicated by arrow symbol above the line. Their label
is within a blob because they denote a set of tuples and may be
placed inside blobs. Relational edges deﬁne or refer to some conceptual relation
between blobs (associations in OO)2 (e.g. Holds to the left).
To indicate that some model structure(s) are subject to con-
straints, VCL uses constraints (e.g. TotalBalIsPositive to the
left), which are labelled with the constraint name they refer to.
2.2 Structural Diagrams
Structural diagrams (SDs) deﬁne the structures that make the system’s state
space. They describe main problem domain concepts as blobs, their internal state
as property edges, their conceptual relations as relational edges, and invariants
as constraint references (see Fig. 1 for an example).
In SDs, there are two types of blobs: domain and value. Domain blobs, repre-
sented using a bold line, are part of the state of overall system; they are dynamic
and need to be maintained. Value blobs deﬁne an immutable set of values that
do not need to be maintained. In Fig. 1, Account and Customer are domain
blobs; Name is a value blob. In SDs, blobs may be deﬁned by enumerating its
constituent objects; blobs CustType and AccType are deﬁned in this way.
2.3 Constraint Diagrams
Constraint diagrams (CntDs) are made of three compartments: name, decla-
rations and predicate (see Fig. 2 for an example). The declarations compart-
ment introduces variable names together with other constraints being imported.
The predicate compartment actually deﬁnes the constraint. A predicate can be
formed of objects, blobs, relational and property edges as in CntD AccSavings
2 Relational edges denote a relation between sets or a tuple depending on whether
they connect blobs or objects.
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Fig. 1. Structural diagram of simple Bank
Fig. 2. Constraint diagrams for Account invariant SavingsArePositive
of Fig. 2 (p. 264), or made up of a constraint reference expression as in CntD
SavingsArePositive of Fig. 2. VCL enables combination of constraint diagrams
using logical operators, namely: negation, conjunction, disjunction, implication,
and universal and existential quantiﬁcation.
2.4 Semantics
VCL’s design presented here is accompanied by an outline of its formal semantics.
VCL embodies a generative (or translational) approach to semantics. It is to be
used together with a textual formal speciﬁcation language, target language, that
sits in the background and a target language semantic model. The semantics of a
VCL speciﬁcation is the generated target language speciﬁcation. This paper uses
Z as target language and ZOO [15,5] as semantic domain. ZOO is an abstract OO
semantic domain for language Z. We use this way our previous result, enabling
us to focus on the visual aspects of VCL.
The VCL diagrams are mapped into a ZOO model, which comprises Z struc-
tures representing the various elements of a VCL model. Semantically, a blob is
a set, property edges are properties shared by all objects of the set, relational
edges are relations between sets, ensembles are collections of sets and relations,
constraints are predicates that restrict some state structure or ensemble. Vari-
ous VCL model elements are represented as Z schemas that can be combined in
various ways.
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3 Running Example
VCL is illustrated here with simple Bank case study, which is also used to il-
lustrate the ZOO semantic domain in [15,5]. The case study’s requirements are
given in table 1.
The following presents VCL’s structural and constraint diagrams describing
simple Bank. The outline of VCL’s Z semantics is illustrated here by presenting
how VCL diagrams would be represented in ZOO. Full Z speciﬁcation resulting
from VCL semantics outlined here is available online [16].
Table 1. Requirements of the simple Bank system
R1 The system shall keep information of customers and their Bank accounts. A cus-
tomer may hold many accounts, but an account is held by one customer.
R2 A customer shall have a name, an address and a type (either company or personal).
R3 A Bank account shall have an account number, a balance indicating how much
money there is in it, and its type (either current or savings).
R4 Savings accounts cannot have negative balances.
R5 The total balance of all Bank’s accounts must not be negative.
R6 Customers of type corporate cannot hold savings accounts.
R7 To open a savings account, customer must already hold a current account with the
Bank.
4 Defining the Structures That Make the State Space
VCL SDs deﬁne state structures and identify the invariants that constrain them.
There are two types of invariants. Local invariants are attached to some blob
and they aﬀect and are described in the scope of associated blob; they are known
as class invariants in OO paradigm. Global invariants aﬀect and are described
in the scope of an ensemble of state structures as deﬁned by some SD.
4.1 Simple Bank System
Figure 1 presents VCL SD of simple Bank. It is as follows:
– Domain blobs Customer and Account represent main problem domain con-
cepts (requirement R1). Property edges name, cType and address deﬁne
properties of Customer (Requirement R2); accNo, balance and aType deﬁne
properties of Account (Requirement R3).
– Blobs CustType and AccType are deﬁned by enumeration (symbol ©).
CustType has elements corporate and personal ; AccType has elements
savings and current .
– Relational edge Holds relates customers and their accounts. UML-style mul-
tiplicity constraints say that a customer may have many accounts and that
an account is held by one Customer (Requirement R1).
– Several invariants constrain state of the system. SavingsArePositive is lo-
cal. Remaining invariants are global: CorporateHaveNoSavings (Require-
ment R6), HasCurrentBefSavings (Requirement R7) and TotalBalIsPositive
(Requirement R5).
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4.2 Z Representation
Z representation of SDs follows ZOO approach for construction of state spaces
outlined in [15,5]. Value blobs that are not enumerations are deﬁned as given
sets, enumerations as free types, domain blobs as promoted abstract data types
(ADTs), and relational edges as Z relations. Finally, the ensemble of state struc-
tures deﬁned by overall SD is built as a conjunction of those Z schemas repre-
senting domain blobs and relational edges. The following gives Z deﬁnitions of
blobs Name, Address , CustType and Customer , relational edge Holds and state
of ensemble for SD of Fig. 1.
[Name,Address]







stCustomer : (OCustomer) → Customer
dom stCustomer = sCustomer
AHolds
Holds : OCustomer ↔ OAccount
BankSt
SCustomer ; SAccount ; AHolds
5 Constraining the State Space
VCL’s constraint diagrams enable speciﬁcation of constraints in two styles. One
is close to set theory and is based on blob constructions such as insideness and
shading. The other is closer to predicate calculus and is based on object graphs.
As the examples given below show, CntDs are modules that can be composed
in various ways.
5.1 Defining Constraints with Blobs
Blobs introduced in a SD are the building blocks of a VCL model. From them,
derived blobs are deﬁned for the purpose of constraining the state space. In
addition to the blob relations of inclusion and exclusion, in CntDs blobs can be
shaded to say that the denoted set must be empty.
Invariant SavingsArePositive. This local invariant is described in Fig. 2 using
three CntDs. All declarations compartments are empty because no extra decla-
rations of names are required to describe the constraint. Invariant is described
as follows:
– CntD AccSavings deﬁnes a predicate describing all those objects of Account
whose property aType is equal to value savings .
– CntD AccPositive deﬁnes a predicate describing all those objects of Account
whose balance must be greater or equal to 0 3.
3 In CntDs, property edges link some blob or object to some expression; by default
they denote equality, unless other relational operator is explicitly provided. Above,
aType edge denotes equality, but balance denotes ≥.
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Fig. 3. Constraint diagram for invariant CorporateHaveNoSavings
– Finally, CntD SavingsArePositive deﬁnes actual constraint by saying CntD
AccSavings implies AccPositive, which means that predicates encapsulated
by these CntDs are being related using logical implication.
Z representation of this invariant comprises a Z schema for each CntD:
AccSavings == [ Account | aType = savings ]
AccPositive == [ Account | balance ≥ 0 ]
SavingsArePositive == [ Account | AccSavings ⇒ AccPositive ]
Invariant CorporateHaveNoSavings. This invariant is described in Fig. 3. Blob
on the left restricts Customer to those objects whose property cType has value
corporate. Blob on the right restricts Account to those objects whose property
aType has value savings . Shadded blob in the middle captures relation Holds
restricted to those tuples with corporate customers and savings accounts; shading
says that set must be empty, giving required meaning.
Z representation of this invariant is as follows:
CorporateHaveNoSavings
BankSt
{oC : sCustomer | (stCustomer oC ).cType = corporate}  Holds
{oA : sAccount | (stAccount oA).aType = savings} = ∅
Invariant HasCurrentBefSavings. This invariant is described in Fig. 4 using
three CntDs. CntD CustsWithCurrentDef deﬁnes set of customers with current
accounts (CustCurr). CntD CustsWithSavingsDef deﬁnes set of customers with
savings accounts (CustSav). Finally, CntD HasCurrentBefSavings says CustSav
is subset of CustCurr ; these names refer to same object in the diﬀerent diagrams.
Constraint importing results in importing of names. When an imported name
is not explicitly declared, then it is hidden. In HasCurrentBefSavings CustSav
and CustCurr are not declared, so they are hidden. Note the use of insideness
property of blobs to capture domain of relation Holds . Blobs CustsSav and
CustsCurr are deﬁned (symbol ©) by having inside the blobs representing the
relation and set that is in domain of relation; this means that we are capturing
the domain of relation Holds subject to restrictions as deﬁned in constraint.
See [16] for Z deﬁnition of this invariant.
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Fig. 4. Constraint diagram for invariant HasCurrentBefSavings
Fig. 5. Constraint diagram of CorporateHaveNoSavings using objects
5.2 Expressing Constraints with Objects and Quantifiers
Following CntDs illustrate use of objects and quantiﬁers to express constraints
in a predicate-calculus style.
Invariant CorporateHaveNoSavings. Figure 5 gives an alternative formula-
tion of this invariant to that given in Fig. 3, which is formulated using
blobs. This deﬁnes CntDs CorpCustHoldsAcc (customer c is of type corporate
and holds account a) and AccIsSav (account a is of type savings). CntD
CorporateHaveNoSavings then says that the former implies the negation of the
latter to say that a customer of type corporate must not have a savings account.
Universal quantiﬁer asserts that implication must hold for all customers c and
accounts a. All variables are bound by the quantiﬁer in both diagrams; name a
in two diﬀerent diagrams refers to same object. See [16] for Z deﬁnition of this
invariant.
Invariant HasCurrentBefSavings. Figure 6 expresses this constraint by saying
that all customers having a savings must also have a current account. A quantiﬁer
applied to a constraint binds all its variables, except when a variable has its scope
extended by a communication edge. In Fig. 6, c’s scope is extended in this way;
hence, it is not bound by the two existential quantiﬁers. It is, however, bound
by universal quantiﬁer in HasCurrentBefSavings . See [16] for Z deﬁnition of this
invariant.
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Fig. 6. Constraint diagram of HasCurrentBefSavings expressed using objects
Fig. 7. Z constraint TotalBalanceIsPositive embedded in VCL constraint diagram
5.3 Constraints That Cannot Be Expressed Visually
Not all constraints can be expressed visually in VCL. TotalBalanceIsPositive
of Bank is such a constraint. VCL gives the speciﬁer the choice of writing a
constraint visually or textually. Assuming a sum operator deﬁned in the target
language toolkit (see [15] for details), constraint TotalBalanceIsPositive (Fig. 7)
is expressed in Z; its text is embedded in VCL CntD.
6 Discussion
VCL and our previous work. This paper presents part of our ongoing work
on VCL, a visual language for abstract speciﬁcation of software systems. VCL
uses our previous result, ZOO [15,5], a semantic domain of object-orientation
expressed in language Z, which is well studied; it has been applied to several
case studies published in the literature. This enables us to focus on the visual
aspects of VCL; a result of work presented here is that we can describe visually
structures that previously could only be described textually in Z.
Use of Alloy. Metamodels of VCL notations presented here were formally de-
ﬁned in Alloy (see [14]), and reﬁned into concrete syntax metamodels imple-
mented in VCL’s visual contract builder tool4 (an Eclipse plug-in based on GMF
framework5). Alloy was of great help in deﬁning VCL’s syntax: (a) it enabled
4 http://vcl.gforge.uni.lu
5 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/gmf/
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Table 2. Comparison of visual expressiveness in relation to generated Z between VCL
model of case study’s Bank package and UML-based model of [15,5]
Total Lines of Z From visual Percentage of visually
With VCL 263 257 97.7%
With UML as in [15] 215 195 91%
precise expression of well-formedness constraints; (b) its model-ﬁnder and visu-
alisation features helped in understanding VCL’s syntax; (c) its model-checking
feature veriﬁed satisfaction of certain desired properties; and (d) OO structure
of its models meant a smooth transition from abstract to concrete syntax (VCL’s
tool uses OO metamodel-based technologies to construct graphical parsers).
Usability. This has been a concern guiding VCL’s design:
– VCL’s visual concepts are designed to be well-matched to meaning and give
good sense of their mathematical underpinnings (closeness of mapping guide-
line of [17]). VCL’s blob symbol, for instance, a circular contour denoting a
set, is a well-known mathematical visual concept (as Venn or Euler circles).
– To enable users to infer meaning from patterns, VCL comprises a minimal
set of primitives that have some core meaning, which varies slightly with the
context (consistency guideline of [17]).
Expressiveness. VCL is designed to enable precise and rigorous abstract spec-
iﬁcation and to express visually constraints not visually expressible in UML.
VCL’s design is accompanied by an outline of a formal Z semantics, which has
been illustrated here with examples; Z model representing semantics of case
study’s VCL model presented here is given in [16].
VCL was able to express visually 3, out of a total of 4, system invariants
of case study; UML-based description of [15,5] describes none of them. Table 2
compares number of lines of generated Z for VCL speciﬁcation presented here,
and UML-based description of [15,5]. 97.7% of case study could be expressed
visually using VCL; remaining 1.5% (constraint TotalBalanceIsPositive, above)
must be expressed textually. This gives a 6.7% increase from [15,5]6.
Modularity. VCL examples given in this paper highlight VCL’s modularity and
abstraction mechanisms. The constraint visual primitive abstracts away from
the details of constraint deﬁnitions in CntDs. CntDs are modules that can be
composed in various ways. For example, invariant HasCurrentBefSavings de-
scribed in Fig. 4 is deﬁned using two auxiliary CntDs, CustsWithCurrentDef
and CustsWithSavingsDef , which are combined in CntD HasCurrentBefSavings
through importing. The same auxiliary CntDs could be used to state other con-
straints which require the set of customers with a current account account, and
the set of customers with a savings account. Invariant CorporateHaveNoSavings
6 This increases to 54.4% with VCL’s language of contracts; [15,5] describes very few
behaviour visually.
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of Fig. 5 illustrates how CntDs can be combined using logical operators, such as
universal quantiﬁcation and implication.
Two Modelling Styles. VCL enables two styles of constraint speciﬁcation.
Blob constructions enable speciﬁcation based on sets and relations. Object-based
constructions closely mimic predicate calculus formulas. Using either style is
often a personal choice, but some solutions call for blobs, others for objects. In
our experience, blob constraints tend to be more compact, but users familiar
with predicate calculus ﬁnd object expressions easier to follow. For instance,
blob constraint of Fig. 3 (p. 267), is more compact than semantically equivalent
object constraint of Fig. 5 (p. 268) because it uses fewer modelling elements. On
the other hand, object constraint of Fig. 6 (p. 269) is more readable than that
of Fig. 4 (p. 268) by those more familiar with predicate-calculus. Semantically,
blob constraints tend to result in more concise and compact Z expressions.
Practical Value. We design a language for visual expression because, as argued
in [1,2], there is value in them. VCL has been applied to a case study of a large-
scale system [18]. We found that it was more productive to specify in VCL
than in Z directly, and that VCL enhanced usability and readability of resulting
speciﬁcation.
7 Related Work
Evans et al [7] propose to deﬁne formally UML’s semantics in Z; intent is to work
on UML realm only. VCL’s semantic approach generates a working Z model,
which can be used for proof and animation by Z experts, and to support model
analysis assisted by diagrams as proposed in [19,5]. As shown with case study, Z
is also used to augment visual description and express what can not be expressed
visually (constraint TotalBalIsPositive, Fig. 7, p.269), and VCL is able to express
visually what was not visually expressible with UML.
Several approaches propose visual constraint notations to eliminate or min-
imise need for textual languages like OCL. These fall into two groups depending
on supported style of constraint speciﬁcation: sets and predicate-calculus. Con-
straint or spider diagrams [20,21], like VCL’s blob constructions, are akin to
Euler diagrams in that they express set-based constraints (inclusion, intersec-
tion, etc). Visual OCL [22] and Story Decision Patterns [23] have a seman-
tics based on graph-transformation; they result in constraints akin to predicate
calculus like VCL’s object constraints. To our knowledge, VCL is the only vi-
sual language that integrates both styles of constraint speciﬁcation. However,
these languages are more mature than VCL, which still lacks a complete formal
deﬁnition.
Another prominent feature of VCL is its support for modularity. Con-
straint diagrams [20,21] lack mechanisms to compose constraints modularly sim-
ilarly to the VCL constraint composition mechanisms illustrated here. Visual
OCL [24,22], like VCL, also provide logical operators and quantiﬁers, and a way
of composing constraints, but does does not support set-based constraints; also
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Visual OCL has more visual concepts than VCL, which does not favour usability.
Story Decision Diagrams [23] notation has modular operators and quantiﬁers. In
terms of expressability, [23] is close to our object language; when trying to ex-
press the constraints of [23] in VCL, structures used in both solutions were close
to each other. However, VCL’s syntax is closer to predicate calculus than [23]
— VCL’s logical operators are standard implication, conjunction, negation and
disjunction (it isn’t so in [23]) —, and so it beneﬁts from engineers’ familiarity
with predicate calculus, and VCL enables speciﬁcation of set-based constraints.
Our work is inﬂuenced by Harel’s Higraphs [2], which are based on Euler dia-
grams and are basis of statecharts. From [2], we borrowed the blob and took in-
spiration for both language of VCL SDs and blob-based constructions of CntDs.
8 Conclusions
This paper presents some results regarding our ongoing work on VCL, a visual
and formal language for abstract speciﬁcation of software systems. It presents
design of VCL’s structural and constraint diagrams with a case study, and il-
lustrates outline of VCL’s formal Z semantics that accompanies VCL’s design
presented here by showing how VCL diagrams would be represented in Z.
VCL presented here is just a design of a language. This design includes an
outline of the language’s formal Z semantics. We intend to have a complete
formal deﬁnition of VCL. Currently, we are working on deﬁning formally the
semantic mapping, from syntax to Z semantics illustrated here, which will be
the basis of automatic generation of Z models in VCL’s tool.
This paper demonstrates VCL’s modularity at the level of constraints and its
capability at expressing visually constraints not expressible visually in UML. It
shows that VCL was able to express more visually than a UML-based approach
for the case study used here. VCL is able to describe 3 out of 4 system invariants;
UML describes none of them. The paper illustrates two styles of visual constraint
speciﬁcation: one is set-theoretic, the other is akin to predicate calculus.
We are working on a coarse-grained modularity mechanism of packages to
enable separation of concerns at the requirements level [12]. We have successfully
applied this mechanism to tackle complexity of a large-scale case study in [18].
There are several aspects in the work presented here that are, to our knowl-
edge, novel. The modularity of VCL’s approach to constraint speciﬁcation is
something not much explored in this area. Perhaps, the most relevant novelty is
that VCL enables the speciﬁcation of constraints visually in both set-theoretic
and predicate-calculus styles. To our knowledge, no one integrated in a single
constraint language Euler-like diagrams with object graphs used in graph trans-
formation approaches.
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